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A partnership with Hampshire Cultural Trust

• Jane Austen as the Big Theme for 2017

• Coinciding with the Bi-centenary of Jane Austen’s death and launch of 
new £10

• £20,000 funding from HCT’s ACE Strategic Funds for Big Themes 

• Spent on a mix of exhibitions, improved interpretation and 
marketing/communications capacity



Interpretation

• Historic wallpapers discovered at the House



41 Objects online and site based exhibition



Artist Commission – Lettering by Pip Hall

"I could not sit seriously down to write a serious Romance under any other motive than to save my Life, & if it were 
indispensable for me to keep it up & never relax into laughing at myself or other people, I am sure I should be hung 
before I had finished the first Chapter."



Impact of 2017

• Achieved a figure of 55,000 visitors over the whole year



Impact of 2017 and heightened profile

• TOTAL NEW FOLLOWERS GAINED ACROSS SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS 
IN 2017 = 7,541 

• 50% INCREASE IN PAGEVIEWS ON WEBSITE IN 2017 (FROM 366,026 
TO 550,031) 

• Social Media – followers gained in 2017 

• Twitter: Gained 2,235 followers.  New total = 8,987.

• Facebook: Gained 2,764 likes.  New total = 18,692.  

• Instagram: Gained 2,542 followers.  New total = 3,912.  



Facebook header



Working with HCT

• Support from guest curators, Louise West and Professor Kathryn 
Sutherland working on The Mysterious Miss Austen exhibition

• HCT and JAHM exhibitions shared contacts; JAHM brokered loan 
agreements when HCT requested objects already on loan to the 
House,  their have lenders since been in touch with JAHM about 
displaying here

• The need for JAHM to advise was short-circuited (in a good way) by 
fact of Louise and Kathryn as curators.



Working with HCT

• Very successful joint planning for social media and use of 
#JaneAusten200 hashtag created collective impact

• Working closely with HCC and HCT’s dedicated PR teams reached 
international audience – New York Times and LA Times

• 42 Press visits hosted

• 100 pieces of print/online coverage

• 20 pieces broadcast covered – BBC Breakfast, News at Ten, Songs of 
Praise, Radio 4 Ramblings



16 December 2017 – Jane’s birthday and the 
busiest day of the year


